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Friction and surface fracture of a silicon carbide ceramic brake disc tested against a steel pad
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Abstract

Friction coefficients of a SiC ceramic disc were measured on a laboratory-scale dynamometer by testing against a mild steel pad under different initial braking speeds, and its friction surface was investigated with microscopy techniques. At bedding, averaged friction coefficient for a braking stop varied significantly with the initial braking speed; after bedding, it converged to ~0.6, regardless of braking speed. Surface fracture on the SiC disc was responsible for the transformation from a flat surface into a rough one, making ploughing a dominant friction mechanism at bedded stage. It was found that fracture surface and non-contact regions directly contributed friction coefficient variation at bedding stage. Friction layer composed of iron oxides and plastic deformation with partial dislocations activated appeared on SiC surface, but were unsustainable owing to surface fracture. A quantitative analysis is provided to understand friction coefficient variation and SiC surface fracture during braking.
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I Introduction

Silicon carbide becomes a key constituent in a carbon fibre reinforced ceramic composite, a material that has been exploited actively as a new generation of brake disc, or rotor, for braking application in automotive vehicles, airplanes and heavy duty machineries\(^1,2,3,4,5,6\). Such application requires a friction couple capable of providing customer specified friction coefficient under various braking speeds and pressures across the lifetime of a brake\(^7\). To achieve such, most practiced strategy is to establish a sustainable friction surface on the contact regions by promoting the deposition of transferred materials\(^8,9\), through optimising the chemical composition of a friction material that includes reinforcement, abrasive, lubricant and filler that are bonded together by resin or metal\(^10\). Whilst such a strategy is proved very successful in tailoring or optimising the friction coefficient of a brake that consists of a cast iron rotor, recent research demonstrated that, for a brake consisting of SiC-based composite disc, it was difficult to develop a sustainable friction surface with a friction transfer layer successfully deposited\(^11,12,13\). Apart from lack of strong enough chemical bonding between transferred materials and silicon carbide substrate\(^13\), the fundamental issue is friction-induced cracking that occurs on surface of silicon carbide during braking\(^12\). Such cracking can wipe off any deposited friction transfer layer through chipping off on SiC surface, leading to a change of friction mechanism, making friction coefficient unstable.

Under a moving contact condition, a susceptibility to surface cracking of silicon carbide has drawn researchers’ attention in tribological study for a long time\(^14,15,16\). The friction and wear...
of SiC ceramics exhibit strong dependency on testing load, sliding speed, configuration, counterpart materials, environment, and temperature; their impact on triological behaviour of SiC ceramics has been fairly reasonably established\textsuperscript{17,18}. As a highlight, a silicon carbide ceramic can subject to a mild wear in the early stage of contact or under mild testing conditions; a plastically deformed surface is developed through surface smearing; and a friction transfer layer is deposited on if wear debris can have strong enough chemical bonding with silicon carbide, leaving a friction track showing smooth morphology, as observed by Andersson & Holmberg\textsuperscript{19}. Under a prolonged testing, or even severer testing conditions, e.g. high pressure/speed, surface cracking is likely introduced during contact sliding, as observed by Gahr\textsuperscript{20}. One mechanism responsible for surface cracking under contact is established based on indentation fracture mechanics, indicating that harder abrasive debris, or asperities on surface of a counterpart, play a key role in initiating radial cracks\textsuperscript{14}. Another mechanism is developed and accepted based on the surface tensile stress induced by a moving Hertzian contact and/or possibly thermal strain; such stresses drive pre-existing surface flaws propagation once the stress intensity is larger than the fracture toughness of a ceramic\textsuperscript{16}. Quantitative correlations between surface tensile stress and some of contact conditions have been proposed and validated, but not yet for the rest - for instance, how the sliding speed influences the tensile stress level is not yet quantitatively established.

Despite a fact that sliding speed has a significant impact on the tribological behavior of a friction couple, most tribological studies are conducted on testing equipment, such as pin on
disc, that can be operated inside a relatively lower speed regime (typically <4m/s)\textsuperscript{19}, comparing to the possible maximum sliding speed used by brakes in automobile vehicles. For vehicle brake application, the typical sliding speed during braking can be as high as > 20m/s, which leads to a situation that tribological knowledge in literature is not enough to fully cope the contact sliding conditions used by brakes for vehicles. For instance, the high speed may have significant impact on the friction performance through influencing the friction transfer layer deposition, surface deformation, and surface fracture. Based on such situation, it is therefore deemed necessary to conduct a fundamental study on how high sliding speed influences the friction performance of SiC-based friction couples. As steel is one of most important constituents in friction materials for pads, a mild steel is chosen as the complement part of a SiC ceramic for friction study. It is expected that outcomes from this study are helpful in understanding friction performance of SiC based composite brakes, as well as in optimizing the constituents of friction materials for pads suitable for ceramic composite brakes.

II Experimental procedures

2.1. Tested materials and manufacture of brake disc and pad

A sintered $\alpha$-SiC ceramic (Morgan AM&T, UK) was selected as a brake disc material, and a mild steel (grade EN10025/Fe430B/S275JR, Adey Steel Ltd., UK) a brake pad material. The SiC tiles were die-pressed and sintered in a vacuum furnace at a temperature of around
1900-2000 °C, giving a density between 3.02-3.08 g/cm³ and a residual porosity around 5%.

The averaged grain size, measured using intercept method, of the SiC ceramic is ~5 μm, but some elongated grains are seen fairly frequently with a length larger than 50 μm. According to the suppliers’ specification, the carbon content of the mild steel is 0.21wt %, and the maximum contents of other chemicals are: Mn 1.5wt%, P 0.045wt%, S 0.045wt%. The average yield strength of this steel is about 260MPa.

The as-received SiC tiles were machined into brake discs with an outside diameter (OD) of ~60 mm by directly boring through the thickness (~10 mm) with a core drill coated with diamond grits. Two symmetrically distributed through holes, used for bolting a disc onto the testing rig, were bored with an inner diameter (ID) of ~4 mm and a distance of ~26 mm apart around the centre of a disc. The testing surface of each SiC disc was ground and polished on a Kemet 15 lapping machine (Kemet, UK) with diamond slurry. The grit size of diamond slurry for the final finish is 1 μm, giving a surface roughness, Ra, of 0.03 μm measured with a Mitutoyo SJ210 profilometer (Mitutoyo, UK).

All brake pads were prepared through the following procedures. Firstly, the as-procured steel rods were machined into discs with an OD of 50 mm and a thickness of 10 mm. Further machining was then followed in order to form two 1/8th arc lips with an ID of 38 mm at centrally symmetric positions along the disc rim. Finally, the surfaces of all lips were ground with 500 grade SiC sand papers, giving a Ra of 0.3-0.5 μm. The drawings of the SiC disc and
steel pad are shown in Figure 1.

2.2. Friction testing

The friction testing was conducted on a laboratory-scale dynamometer with an inertia of 4.70 gm$^2$. Details on this testing rig are available in reference 12. Testing conditions used in this study are summarised here. The as-machined brake disc and pad were installed on the testing rig with appropriate alignment, mainly relying on operator’s judgement. Before contacted by the pad to start the execution of braking, the disc was spun to one of the following three speeds: 4000, 6500 and 9000 rpm, corresponding to a sliding speed of 8.5, 14.0, and 20.0 m/s, respectively, along a circular position of the effective radius of the friction track. A constant pressure of 2.1 MPa was applied on the pad throughout all braking operations. The interval between the end of previous braking and the start of the new one was fixed as 5 seconds, and the typical braking time required for each stop was in a range between 0.2 to 1.4 seconds, depending on the level of friction coefficient. For each test, 200 braking stops were accomplished in one go. The rotation speed, braking load, and braking torque are directly collected by a data logger with a capture frequency of 50 Hz. The coefficient of friction was calculated using the following equation:

$$\mu = \frac{T}{P_0 \times S_e \times R_e}$$  \hfill (1)

where $T$ is braking torque, $P_0$ braking pressure (2.1MPa here), $S_e$ is the friction contact area ($S_e = \frac{1}{8} \times \pi \times (50^2 - 38^2) = 414.48 \text{ mm}^2$), and $R_e$ effective radius (22 mm here) of the
friction contact track.

To investigate the variation of friction surface of a SiC disc with accumulated number of braking stops, braking test was intercepted after following accumulated number of stops: 1, 4, 8, 15, 50, 100 and 200. At each intercepting point, the as-braked disc and pad were taken off from the rig for microscopy analysis, before refitting them back to continue the braking test.

2.3. Microscopy analysis of friction surface

Friction surfaces were imaged by optical microscopy (MeF3, Reichert-Jung, Wien, Austria) under polarized and DIC lighting conditions. SEM/EDX (Leo 1530VP, Cambridge Instruments, Cambridge, UK) was used to identify the key chemical elements and microstructure on the friction surface. To examine the region underneath friction surface of SiC disc, cross-sections of a friction surface were made in a focused ion beam (FIB) microscope (FEI Nova 600, FEI, OR, USA), and electronic transparent foils were lifted for examination with transmission electron microscopy (TEM), JEOL-2000F (JEOL, Japan). Detailed procedures on preparing cross-section thin film samples with FIB have been highlighted in reference 13. All TEM/EDS analysis was operated under an accelerating tension of 200 kV.
III Experimental results

3.1. Measurements of coefficient of friction

The averaged coefficient of friction (CoF) measured for each braking stop is plotted against the number of accumulated braking stop under three initial braking speeds (IBSs), as shown in Figure 2. The averaged CoF converged to a level of ~0.6 after certain number of braking stops, indicating a bedded stage is achieved for a friction couple. Before reaching to the bedded stage, the variation of CoF followed its own pattern under each braking speed. Under 8.5 m/s, the CoF peaked with a level of ~0.9 at 6th stop, followed by a steady fall to the converged level. Under 14 m/s, a small peak with a level of 0.64 appeared after just 2 stops, followed by a small fall to a lowest of ~ 0.48 at the 30th stop, slightly lower than 0.52 that measured at the 1st stop, and then a gradual rise to the converged level. Under 20 m/s, the CoF increased steadily from a level of ~0.45 measured at the first few stops to a maximum of ~0.7 at 65th stop, followed by a gradual decline to the converged level. The observed friction performance will be correlated to the friction surface development in later sections.

3.2. Friction surface development and characteristics on SiC disc

The optical and scanning electron microscopy images of the friction surface of a SiC disc, subjected to different number of braking stops, are presented in Figures 3 and 4. Under an IBS of 8.5 m/s, debris from steel pad were sporadically deposited on the SiC surface after 4 braking stops, as shown in Figure 3 (b-c). Arrays of cracks crossing the friction track appeared randomly in the middle region of the friction track. These cracks presented in either
a crescent, or straight line, as shown in Figure 3(b) and (c) respectively. Plastic deformation kinks were also noticed near the edges of the friction track (Figure 3(d)). The observation indicates that premature cracking and plastic deformation were initiated in the very early stage of braking. As the braking proceeded, fracture on surface became more obvious. After 35 braking stops, the friction surface is clearly divided into two parts: (a) the area attached with iron enriched friction transfer layer (FTL), which will be proved by TEM analysis below; and (b) the area that was subjected to fracture, as shown in Figure 3 (e). Such fracture characteristic became in dominant on the friction surface after 200 stops, as shown in Figure 3(f).

Under an IBS of 20 m/s, significant surface fracture happened even after the first braking stop, as shown in Figure 4(a). After 8 stops, more than 50% of the friction track was chipped off; after 15 stops, the whole surface was chipped off, and appeared in dark contrast under optical imaging conditions due to scattering of the white light by a rough surface. SEM image of the friction surface after 1 stop revealed that transgranular fraction was in dominant on the fracture surface of the SiC, as shown in Figure 4(g-h). The terrace features along specific directions appearing on the fracture surface imply that cracking might have propagated along the crystal planes with atoms closely packed, as shown by Miyoshi & Buckley.\textsuperscript{14}

The deposition of transferred materials happened at the early stage of braking. These transferred materials either stock on the surface of SiC, or deposited inside pores, as shown in
Figure 4(a), or Figure 3(e). SEM images of the friction surface, as shown in Figure 4(g-h), further support that the transferred materials were readily deposited (the light area) on the flat SiC. However, once the surface of SiC was fractured, very little deposition of the FTL was seen. The EDX spectrum showed that the deposited materials are composed of chemical element O, Si, Fe and C.

3.3 Cross-section of friction surface of SiC disc

The cross-section of friction surface of SiC disc was analysed with TEM. The TEM samples were taken from a non-fractured area on the friction surface after 50 braking stops under an IBS of 8.5m/s, and the cross-sectional structure is presented in Figure 5. It shows that a friction transfer layer with a thickness of $\sim 0.2 \, \mu\text{m}$ was deposited on top of SiC. The EDX spectra (Figure 5 (b)) demonstrate that the friction transfer layer is composed of Fe, O and Si, but no C. Note, the appearance of Cu peak in all spectra should be a contribution by copper grid used to hold the TEM sample. The atomic percentages of the chemical elements at position A, B and C are summarized below.

At position A near the top surface, the atomic ratio of Fe:Si:O is $\sim 25:16:58$, proximately corresponding to a stoichiometry ratio of a combination of $\text{SiO}_2+\text{FeO}$, or $\text{FeSiO}_3$. At position B, around the middle of the transfer layer, the atomic ratio of Fe:Si:O ratio is $\sim 41:16:38$, which may correspond to substances as $\text{SiO}_2+0.4\text{FeO}+2.2\text{Fe}$, or $0.4\text{FeSiO}_3+0.6\text{SiO}_2+2.2\text{Fe}$. At position C, Si is clearly enriched with an atomic ratio of Fe:Si:O of $4.5:32:63$, suggesting a
possible mixed constituents as SiO$_2$+0.14Fe. Regions showing similar morphology as in position C are consistently presented on the interface near SiC substrate. Such fact implies that the bonding between SiC and Fe or iron oxides might have been realised through the formation of SiO$_2$ phase first on the surface of SiC.

Selected area diffraction pattern (Figure 5(a)) acquired from region around position A and B proved that the friction transfer layer was composed of crystallites, but some in small sizes. Estimated from the diffraction contrast images, the sizes are smaller than 50 nm. By matching the ring pattern with the powder diffraction file (PDF) database, the nano-crystallites in position B is mainly composed of pure iron (PDF 1-1252) (indicated by the white rings) together with the presence of Wuestite iron oxide FeO (PDF 75-1550) phase (indicated by the red rings). Since no Si, Si$_x$Fe$_y$ or silicon oxide crystals phase was identified in the friction transfer layer, the Si detected in region A and B is likely contributed by the amorphous Si-O regions near the interface. However, hard evidence for the existence of amorphous Si-O phase needs further characterization.

In the SiC side of the friction surface, TEM examination indicates the SiC grain was deformed with dislocations activated during braking. The bright field (BF) image in figure 6(a) shows the overall microstructure of the cross section of the friction surface, including friction transfer layer above the SiC region and the SiC crystallite. The dark contrast in the SiC grain indicates a significant amount of lattice defects, which were likely activated by the
friction baking operation.

By carefully tilting the sample, these crystal defects are displayed as partial dislocation arrays that were initiated from the top surface, followed by further gliding on the \{0001\} basal planes and along the \(<01 \bar{1}0>\) direction to a deep position inside the SiC grains, as indicated in figure 6 (b-e). Note, the gliding of the partials follows the extension direction of the stacking faults (SFs) \(<01-10>\) and is different from that of the perfect dislocations \(<2 \bar{1} 10>\). Similar gliding behaviour of the partial dislocations was also observed in the 4H SiC ceramics under electron radiation or indentation conditions\(^{21,22}\).

We have also conducted TEM analysis on the as manufactured SiC samples and the typical microstructure is shown in Figure 6 (f). It confirms that the as-manufactured SiC ceramics used in this study has almost no partial dislocations presented within the grains; if any stacking faults appear, they terminate at the grain boundaries. For SiC surface after braking, however, a large amount of partial dislocations were terminated within the grains. These dislocations located in a narrow region only (a strip shape in Figure 6 (a) and (c)), rather than homogenously distributed inside a grain. The cooperative slipping of the dislocations on the same basal plane are the key reason for the mechanical deformation kinks appeared on the SiC surface after four braking stops, as indicated in Figure 3.
**IV Discussion**

By measuring averaged friction coefficient of each braking stop under different initial braking speeds and examining the friction surface of SiC disc, including its subsurface microstructure, the following points are generalised when a rotating SiC disc was decelerated by a mild steel pad:

(a) Averaged friction coefficient for a braking stop ultimately converged to a similar stable level, around 0.6 for all tests under three IBSs as braking stop number increases; on the other hand, the measurement in the early stage of each test demonstrated significant variance under each IBS, and among the three IBSs as well.

(b) Post-braking surface examination showed that transferred materials, typically composed of iron oxide crystallites bonded by Si-O phase, were deposited on flat SiC surface from the start of braking. However, such transferred materials hardly sustained on a fractured surface.

(c) Mechanical deformation, linking to the activation of subsurface partial dislocations, on flat contact regions and premature surface cracking were initiated in the early stage of braking. As testing proceeded, surface cracking progressively extended across the whole friction surface. The higher the initial braking speed was, the faster did the surface cracking extend.

Based on the experimental observation, we provide further analysis below on how friction coefficient for each braking stop and damage on surface of SiC disc were governed during braking.
4.1 Correlation between friction coefficient and accumulated braking stop number

Considering a mild steel pad maintained its compliance without surface chipping/cracking, we accordingly infer that surface cracking on SiC disc ultimately dictated the level of friction for a brake consisting of a SiC brake and a mild steel pad. At this stage, the friction couple is operated in stable friction, or bedded friction; and the contact configuration of the friction surface between the disc and pad is schematically shown in Figure 7(d), where the whole surface of SiC is transformed from an as-polished one to a fractured one, giving a rough contour on the cross section. We call such contact a fracture surface contact hereafter. Since the hardness of SiC is much larger than either steel or any iron oxides as a film on friction surface, the SiC fracture surface provides enough asperities to plough the counterpart, hence called ploughing surface also. For a ploughing friction, the dynamic coefficient of friction, $\mu_{plo}$, has been given by Bowden and Tabor\(^23\) as eq. (2), based on a friction model consisting of a perfect conical tip to imitate any asperities that exist on the surface of one component made from relatively harder material.

$$\mu_{plo} = \frac{2\cot\theta}{\pi}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\theta$ is the half angle of the conic tip of an asperity. For a measured stable friction coefficient of $\sim0.6$, eq.(2) gives an estimated average $\theta$ of $\sim93.4^\circ$, which should be a reasonable estimation for a fracture surface showing terrace features as a consequence of
cleavage along crystal planes with high density of atoms, as experimentally demonstrated by
Miyoshi & Buckley\textsuperscript{14}. The total ploughing force applied on a fracture surface contact region
should be

\[
F_{plo} = N_{plo} \mu_{plo} = S_{plo} P_0 \mu_{plo}
\]

(3)

where \(S_{plo}, N_{plo}, P_0\) are the area of a fracture surface contact, and normal force and pressure
applied on it, respectively.

Before reaching to the stable friction, there should be another type of friction surface contact,
where the SiC surface is flat with a layer of iron oxides deposited on the top, as shown in
Figures 3-5. We call such contact a flat surface contact hereafter, and it gives adhesion
friction only, if any ploughing by minor asperities is ignored. For the very initial contact of a
test, flat surface contact should be the only one, as schematically shown in Figure 7(a); at the
same time, non-contact regions likely exist, as highlighted in the schematics, primarily owing
to any possible geometric misalignment because of a dome shape of a finished surface, and/or
a non-parallel set up of the two friction surfaces before testing. As braking proceeds,
noncontact region reduces gradually through self-alignment of the friction couple; flat surface
contact is gradually damaged through cracking, and replaced by a fracture surface contact, as
experimentally shown in Figures 3-4. This contact situation and progress are schematically
shown in Figure 7(b) and (c). At certain stage after starting the braking test, the friction
surface of SiC becomes a mixture of flat surface contact regions deposited with transferred materials and fracture surface contact ones developed through surface fracture. One can conclude that adhesion and ploughing must both govern the friction with a weight depending on the degree of surface fracture, which can be quantified as shown below.

For adhesion friction, the dynamic friction coefficient, $\mu_{adh}$, can be expressed as

$$\mu_{adh} = \frac{\tau}{N_{adh}}$$ (4)

The friction force applied on a flat surface should be the shear strength of a contact region, $\tau$

$$F_{adh} = \tau = N_{adh}\mu_{adh} = S_{adh}P_{adh}\mu_{adh}$$ (5)

Where $S_{adh}$ and $N_{adh}$ are the area of the contact region, and normal force applied on it, respectively. For a flat surface contact region, the friction surface of mild steel pad is oxidised fairly easily in the air environment, owing to a fact that the friction can introduce a surface temperature high enough for oxygen in air to react with iron element in steel\(^9\). Equally, any iron debris deposited on the SiC surface should subject to similar oxidation, and a similar iron oxide layer is therefore formed on SiC surface, as approved by the cross section TEM image shown in Figure 5. Therefore, the contact between the steel pad and a SiC region with transferred ferrous materials deposited should be a closer match of a friction couple consisting
of two steel components under similar braking conditions. Lim & Ashby\textsuperscript{24} summarised the friction coefficient of steel versus steel under various sliding speeds, varying between 0.2 and 1.4 as speed increases. On the basis that all of our testing was in a high speed region, we choose the upper level, 1.4, for the $\mu_{adh}$ in eq.(5).

The total friction force for each braking stop should therefore follow a mixture rule, weighted by the area of flat surface contact, $S_{adh}$, and fracture surface contact, $S_{fra}$, and noncontact surface, $S_{non}$.

$$ F = S_{adh}F_{adh} + S_{fra}F_{fra} + S_{non}F_{non} = S_{adh}P_{adh}\mu_{adh} + S_{fra}P_{fra}\mu_{fra} + S_{non} \times 0 $$

(6)

Both sides in eq.(6) are divided by the braking normal force $N = P_0 S$, and the friction coefficient should have the following format:

$$ \mu = \frac{F}{N} = \frac{S_{adh}P_{adh}\mu_{adh} + S_{plo}P_{plo}\mu_{plo}}{P_0 S} $$

(7)

where $S$ is the area of nominal contact area. The averaged pressure in the both flat surface contact and fracture surface contact should be the same as long as the mild steel pad provides enough compliance to cope the surface topography on SiC disc, i.e. $P_{adh} = P_{plo} = P_0$. By setting $f_{adh} = S_{adh}/S$ and $f_{plo} = S_{plo}/$, the fraction of flat surface contact and fracture surface
contact, respectively, Eq.(7) can be rewritten in following format:

\[
\mu = f_{adh}\mu_{adh} + f_{plo}\mu_{plo}
\]  

(8)

Having friction coefficient in eq. (8) replaced by the estimated values for plough friction and adhesion friction, we have the following equation governing the friction performance of the brake before stable friction is achieved:

\[
\mu = 1.4f_{adh} + 0.6f_{plo}
\]  

(9)

Note, the sum of \(f_{adh}\) and \(f_{plo}\) may be less than 1 due to the existence of non-contact regions, \(f_{non}\), i.e.

\[
f_{adh} + f_{plo} + f_{non} = 1
\]  

(10)

In order to link the friction coefficient to the braking stop number, \(N\), we assume \(f_{plo}\) and \(f_{non}\) followed a power law with braking stop numbers, with an asymptote of 1 and 0, respectively:

\[
f_{plo} = 1 - \frac{1}{N^m}
\]  

(11)

\[
f_{non} = \frac{b}{N^\kappa}
\]  

(12)
where $m$ and $k$ are powers to determine the variation rate of fracture surface contact and noncontact regions with the braking stop number; $b$ is the fraction of initial non-contact regions, which should be less than 1. Eq. (9) can therefore be re-written to correlate to the braking stop number:

$$\mu = 0.6 + \frac{0.8}{N^m} - \frac{1.4b}{N^k}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

By using least square fitting method, friction coefficient data shown in Figure 2 can give $b$, $m$ and $k$ values under each initial braking speed, as summarised in table 1. The fitting lines are shown in Figure 8(a), and the trend for each test is fitted with a reasonable confidence. From the values of $m$, $k$ and $b$, we can draw following conclusions:

(a) With the increase of initial braking speed, the $m$ value increases. For instance, the value under 20 m/s is about 2.5 times that under 8.5 m/s, meaning that speed of surface fracture under 20 m/s on SiC disc is about 2.5 times that under 8.5m/s. Such difference aligns well to the observation of the degree of fracture damage appearing on friction surface shown in Figure 3 and 4.

(b) The values of $k$ and $b$ show no clear trend with the variation of initial braking speed. We believe this should be the case if the non-contact area is largely dictated by the non-parallel set up of the friction surfaces on disc and pad, which was based on the visual judgement of the operator. The variation can be fairly random from one test to
Therefore, the characteristic variation of friction coefficient in the early stage of friction testing, shown in Figure 2, may not represent the inherent friction performance of a friction couple, but tend to reflect the variation of non-contact regions. If we assume the non-contact region was 0, i.e. the friction surface had been in full contact from the beginning of the braking test, the measurement of friction coefficient should have followed a power law correlation with the braking stop number as following:

\[
\mu = 0.6 + \frac{0.8}{N^m}
\]  

(14)

If \( m \) values are the same as shown in table 1, higher value of \( m \) under high initial braking speed means faster bedding through accelerated surface fracture, as shown in Figure 8(b).

4.2 Friction-induced fracture on surface of SiC disc

Friction data analysis shows that surface fracture of the SiC disc has a strong influence on the variation of friction coefficient as braking operation proceeds, which is reflected by eqs. (13) and (14). Through microstructural examination of post-braking surface of the disc, the surface fracture might have been associated with the following phenomena observed: (a) Premature cracks that appeared in the early stage of braking in a crescent or straight line with a length around 40-50 \( \mu m \); (b) dislocations that were activated on SiC surface of regions that have flat
surface contact with steel pad. First, we use fracture mechanics to analyse the premature cracking on friction surface.

The contact between the steel pad and the disc belongs to a sliding non-Hertzian normal contact of elastic bodies. As an approximation for the convenience of quantitative analysis, we simplify the contact as a cylindrical slider moves perpendicular to its axis over a flat surface with a steady velocity of $V$, as used by Johnson\textsuperscript{25}. Under such a contact configuration, the stresses and deformation due to normal pressure, $P_0$, and friction contraction, $q_0$, can be treated independently; a further assumption is made that the impact of different elasticity between steel pad and SiC disc is negligible, which is reasonable according to Johnson’s estimation\textsuperscript{25}.

Under a normal pressure, $P_0$, an equal compressive stress is applied on the surface and no stress is expected on the edge of contact and outside. For a friction stress, $q_0$, the surface stress is given by the following equations [2]:

\[(\sigma_x)_q = -2q_0 x / a \quad \text{when } |x| \leq a\]

\[-2q_0 \left\{ \frac{x}{a} \mp \left( \frac{x^2}{a^2} - 1 \right)^{1/2} \right\} \quad \text{when } |x| > a\]  \hspace{1cm} (15)

Where $a$ is the half width of a contact, and $x$ the distance away from the central point of the contact. Eq.(15) shows that inside the contact, the surface stress is a compression with a
maximum of $2q_0$; the leading edge of the contact ($x = a$) has a maximum compression of $-2q_0$, and at the trailing edge ($x = -a$) there exists a maximum tension of $2q_0$. It should be noted here that the surface tensile estimated by eq. (15) has very limited difference, comparing to that estimated by eq. (2) in ref. 16.

To initiate cracking in SiC, a fracture criterion must be met. We assume that the surface stress is approximately uniform in magnitude, and extends to a depth greater than pre-existing surface crack, $c_0$, the critical condition for surface cracking to be initiated is approximated as

$$K_I \geq 1.12(\bar{\sigma}_x)q\sqrt{\pi c_0} = 2.24q_0\sqrt{\pi c_0} = 2.24\mu p_0\sqrt{\pi c_0} \quad (16)$$

In eq.(16), the values for the following parameters are available: fracture toughness $K_{IC}$ for the tested SiC is $3.0 \text{ MPa.m}^{1/2}$; friction coefficient for a flat surface contact is 1.4. The nominal pressure, $P_0$, of braking is 2.1MPa, but the real pressure applied on a flat contact region is determined by the fraction of contact out of the nominal friction area, $f$, i.e. $p_0 = P_0/f$. Having parameters in eq.(16) replaced by the values above, we have the surface cracking criterion achieved by correlating pre-existing surface flaw size to the fraction of real contact:

$$c_0 \geq 66088f^2 \text{ (\mu m)} \quad (17)$$

Recent measurement of flaw population on the as-polished surface of the same SiC ceramics
showed that the possible maximum flaw size is about 20-40 μm\textsuperscript{26}, giving a fraction of contact regions less than ~2.5%, if cracking is initiated from these large flaws. When the fraction of real contact region is as small as 1%, the critical surface flaw size that surface cracking can be initiated is 6.6 μm. Note flaws with size larger than 6.6 μm is highly populated on a polished surface (flaw population details are available in ref. 26).

Quantitative analysis above has shown that surface fracture is likely initiated when the friction surface has a small amount of real contact between pad and disc. As the real contact extends, the initiation of surface cracking is expected to be held at some stage. Such a small fraction of real contact is possible only when the contact is in the very initial stage of each braking operation, and likely defined by factors such as the surface topography of friction surfaces, parallel alignment of the set-up, and vibration of the testing rig. Therefore, considering the contacting process, it is reasonable if we assume that the extending rate of real contact regions is independent of the initial braking speed (or the rotor’s speed before braking is applied), at least in a short period of time after the start of initial contact. We assume the time required for the initial contact fraction increases from 0% to 2.5% is fixed as t\textsubscript{0} under all conditions, and the number of circles, n, that the disc rotates inside this period is

\[ n = t_0 V \text{ (cycles)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (18)

By increasing the initial braking speed, the number of rotating cycle increases proportionally.
Assume that number of cracks initiated by each cycle is the same, and the total number of cracks, \( \sum c_0 \), inside the period of \( t_0 \) should be proportional to the initial braking speed, i.e.

\[
\sum c_0 = \alpha V
\]  \hspace{1cm} (19)

Where \( \alpha \) is a constant independent of IBS. Surface cracking leads to surface chipping through either liaison of initiated surface cracks or lateral cracking, which converts the as-finished flat surface into rough fracture surface. Therefore, the observed area, or fraction \( (f_{plo}) \), of fracture surface on a friction surface should be proportional to the total number of cracks initiated on the surface, i.e.

\[
f_{plo} = \beta \sum c_0 = \alpha \beta V
\]  \hspace{1cm} (20)

Where \( \beta \) is a constant.

To validate this surface fracture modelling, we need to test if the fraction of fracture surface on a friction surface is proportional to the initial braking speed. Based on the fitting value of \( m \) listed in table 1, we have estimated the fraction of fracture surface generated by each braking stop from number 1 to 20 by using eq. (11) and their ratios among different initial braking speed, as shown in table 2, which can be summarised as follows:
\[
(f_{plo})_{8.8\text{m/s}} : (f_{plo})_{14\text{m/s}} : (f_{plo})_{20\text{m/s}} = 1 : (1.32\sim1.41) : (2.16\sim2.95) \quad (21)
\]

\[
(V)_{8.8\text{m/s}} : (V)_{14\text{m/s}} : (V)_{20\text{m/s}} = 1 : 1.65 : 2.35 \quad (22)
\]

As a first approximation, the fraction ratio of fracture surface developed by each braking test is very close to the ratio of the initial braking speed. Such agreement means that relationship in eq.(20) is valid and the surface fracture is likely controlled by the small amount of real contact at the very initial stage of braking.

The onset of plastic yield in sliding contact will be governed by the maximum value of the principal shear stress throughout the field. In the absence of friction, the maximum shear stress is 0.3P_0 on the Z-Axis at a depth 0.78a for a typical Hertzian contact. Having the tangential traction accounted, the maximum value shifts at a point closer to the surface, but not necessarily on the surface. However, the observed dislocations are on the top surface with an extension to a depth of \(~5\mu\text{m}\) only; therefore, it is hard to justify that the shear stress generated by the normal and tangent force on the friction interface contributed the development of these dislocation. In fact, these dislocations are more likely develop as those generated through an abrasion process in other ceramics\(^{27,28}\).

On the other hand, plastic deformation could become another mechanism of surface cracking damage, through piling up of dislocations due to constrained mobility of the front of a slip
and/or the interaction among the slips, where when a tensile is high enough, microcracking can be initiated. However, an intensive interaction among the slips was not observed in this study, as shown in Figure 6, so was constrained slips. Therefore, we believe that the formation of dislocations on the surface of SiC might have had a minor impact on the observed surface fracture if there was any.

Friction does generate heat on the contact regions, which could be heated up locally to high temperature and cooled down suddenly when they are not in contact. Such thermal shock can lead to fracture damage, as analysed in details in reference 16. However, we did not see cracking patterns, typically circular crack, or meshed crack, on the friction surface that could be attributed to thermal shock. Therefore, we do not believe thermal shock would be the primary reason for surface fracture of SiC disc.

V Summary

We have studied the friction behaviour of a brake consisting of a SiC ceramic disc and a steel pad under simulated automotive braking conditions with three different initial braking speeds, 8.5m/s, 14m/s and 20 m/s. For all three speeds, the averaged friction coefficient for each braking stop converged to a same level, ~0.6, after the bedding. The variation of average friction coefficient at bedding stage follows different patterns among the tests under different initial braking speeds. Quantitative analysis shows the variation pattern is dictated by the
fraction of non-contact regions and the speed of friction-induced surface fracture on SiC disc.

Experimental evidences show that the stable friction after bedding is fully dictated by the ploughing as a consequence of surface fracture of SiC disc. Fracture mechanics analysis demonstrates that such surface fracture is likely introduced during the initial period of each braking contact when a high enough surface tensile at the trail end of the moving contact gives a stress intensity larger than fracture toughness of SiC. Modelling shows that higher initial braking speed provides more surface cracking due to more repeated contacts are provided inside a short period of initial contact, leading to a faster surface cracking than under a lower initial braking speed.

Friction transfer layer composed of iron oxide crystallites was firmly bonded on surface of SiC, but after surface fracture, almost no transferred materials were deposited on friction surface. Plastic deformation appeared on SiC surface through activating dislocations, but it is believed such plastic deformation has little contribution to the surface fracture.
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Figure 1  Drawings of SiC brake disc (a) and steel pad (b).

Figure 2  Measurements of averaged friction coefficient for each braking stop of a test that a SiC disc was braked by a steel pad under an initial braking speed of 8, 14 and 20 m/s.

Figure 3  Representative optical microscopy images of SiC friction surface tested under a braking speed of 8.5 m/s. (a) as-polished surface; (b-c) after 4 braking stops when crescent cracks, straight cracks and deformation kinks appeared; (e) after 35 braking stops; (f) after 200 braking stops.

Figure 4  Representative optical microscopy (a-f) and SEM (g-h) images of SiC friction surface after braking under an initial braking speed of 20 m/s. (a) after 1 braking stop; (b) after 3 braking stops; (c) after 8 braking stops; (d) after 15 braking stops; (e) after 50 braking stops; (f) after 200 braking stops; (g-h) SEM images of the friction surface after 1 braking stop.

Figure 5  TEM images of a cross section of SiC friction surface after 50 braking stops under an initial braking speed of 8.5m/s. (a) diffraction contrast image, including a representative selecting area diffraction pattern from A and B regions, shown as an inset; (b) representative EDX spectra showing the chemical composition in region A, B and C, respectively.

Figure 6  Friction induced lattice defects in SiC grains underneath the friction transfer layer. (a) Diffraction contrast image showing the overview of a cross-section, where region A and B were heavily deformed. The defects were initiated from region A near the surface and followed by further slippage to region B inside the grain. (b) High magnification BF image acquired from region A, showing a serial of dislocations initiated from the contact surface and started to glide deeply inside the grain; electron beam was parallel to {0001} zone axis. (c) High magnification BF image acquired from region B, showing the defects were constrained in a narrow region; electron beam was tiled away from the {0001} zone axis. (d-e) Double beam BF images acquired from region B, confirming these defects are composed of partial dislocations with high mobility and the associated stacking faults (note the dislocations in A is also the partial type). (f) BF image of the microstructure of as-manufactured SiC.

Figure 7  Schematic of the contact friction interface between a SiC disc and a steel pad at different stage of the friction test. (a) The initial contact showing noncontact regions (Snon) and flat contact regions (Sadh). (b) The early stage contact showing noncontact regions, flat contact regions, and contact regions consisting of fracture surface in SiC (Splo). (c) The middle stage contact showing flat contact regions and contact regions consisting of fracture surface in SiC. (d) The stable stage showing one type of contact consisting of surface fracture in SiC. S represents the area of each type of region and P0 the braking pressure.

Figure 8  (a) The trend of averaged friction coefficient varies with the accumulated braking stops predicted by eq. (13), derived from a friction model that consists of fracture surface contact, flat surface contact and non-contact. The trend was fitted by using least square method. (b) The estimated variation of fiction coefficient with braking stop number when the friction components are in complete contact during testing, as predicted by eq. (14).
Table 1 Summary of values of m, k and a included in eq. (13) under different braking initial speed.

Table 2 Estimated fraction of fracture surface generated by each braking stop and the ratios among braking under different initial braking speed.
Figure 1  Drawings of SiC brake disc (a) and steel pad (b).
Figure 2 Measurements of averaged friction coefficient for each braking stop of a test that a SiC disc was braked by a steel pad under an initial braking speed of 8, 14 and 20 m/s.
Figure 3 Representative optical microscopy images of SiC friction surface tested under a braking speed of 8.5 m/s. (a) as-polished surface; (b-c) after 4 braking stops when crescent cracks, straight cracks and deformation kinks appeared; (e) after 35 braking stops; (f) after 200 braking stops.
Figure 4  Representative optical microscopy (a-f) and SEM (g-h) images of SiC friction surface after braking under an initial braking speed of 20 m/s. (a) after 1 braking stop; (b) after 3 braking stops; (c) after 8 braking stops; (d) after 15 braking stops; (e) after 50 braking stops; (f) after 200 braking stops; (g-h) SEM images of the friction surface after 1 braking stops
Figure 5   TEM images of a cross section of SiC friction surface after 50 braking stops under an initial braking speed of 8.5m/s. (a) diffraction contrast image, including a representative selecting area diffraction pattern from A and B regions, shown as an inset; (b) representative EDX spectra showing the chemical composition in region A, B and C, respectively.
Figure 6 Friction induced lattice defects in SiC grains underneath the friction transfer layer. 
(a) Diffraction contrast image showing the overview of a cross-section, where region A and B were heavily deformed. The defects were initiated from region A near the surface and followed by further slippage to region B inside the grain. (b) High magnification BF image acquired from region A, showing a serial of dislocations initiated from the contact surface and started to glide deeply inside the grain; electron beam was parallel to \{0001\} zone axis. (c) High magnification BF image acquired from region B, showing the defects were constrained in a narrow region; electron beam was tilted away from the \{0001\} zone axis. (d-e) Double beam BF images acquired from region B, confirming these defects are composed of partial dislocations with high mobility and the associated stacking faults (note the dislocations in A is also the partial type). (f) BF image of the microstructure of as-manufactured SiC.
Figure 7 Schematic of the contact friction interface between a SiC disc and a steel pad at different stage of the friction test. (a) The initial contact showing noncontact regions ($S_{\text{non}}$) and flat contact regions ($S_{\text{adh}}$). (b) The early stage contact showing noncontact regions, flat contact regions, and contact regions consisting of fracture surface in SiC ($S_{\text{plo}}$). (c) The middle stage contact showing flat contact regions and contact regions consisting of fracture surface in SiC. (d) The stable stage showing one type of contact consisting of surface fracture in SiC. $S$ represents the area of each type of region and $P_0$ the braking pressure.
Figure 8  (a) The trend of averaged friction coefficient varies with the accumulated braking stops predicted by eq. (13), derived from a friction model that consists of fracture surface contact, flat surface contact and non-contact. The trend was fitted by using least square method. (b) The estimated variation of friction coefficient with braking stop number when the friction components are in complete contact during testing, as predicted by eq. (14).
Table 1 Summary of values of $m$, $k$ and $a$ included in eq. (13) under different braking initial speed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial braking speed (m/s)</th>
<th>$m$</th>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>$b$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2  Estimated fraction of fracture surface generated by each braking stop and the ratios among braking under different initial braking speed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Braking number</th>
<th>Fraction of fracture surface generated by each braking stop ($\Delta f_{\mathrm{fpl}}$)</th>
<th>Ratio of $\Delta f_{\mathrm{fpl}}$ under different initial braking speed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.5 m/s</td>
<td>14 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>